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+441785816161 - https://mojosrestaurant.co.uk

Here you can find the menu of Mojo's Restaurant Bar in Stafford. At the moment, there are 16 dishes and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Mojo's Restaurant

Bar:
fantastic selection of vegan dresses on their new vegan menu starter, net and the vegan naan brot is wonderfully

light and crispy. highly recommended. very helpful staff. read more. The restaurant is accessible and can
therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on the weather conditions, you can

also sit outside and be served. What 631lynseyi doesn't like about Mojo's Restaurant Bar:
Pre booked family meal to celebrate a birthday. Had to wait upon arrival as no tables available, we were then

taken to our table and pretty much forgotten about. Tried to order steak, was told they had ran out, so asked for
boneless chicken. Also ran out of lamb for the mixed meat dishes and when my meal arrived it was chicken on
the bone. Waited 1.5 hours for starters and had to ask repeatedly for drinks. Staff stat... read more. At Mojo's
Restaurant Bar from Stafford you can taste delicious vegetarian dishes, in which no animal meat or fish was

processed, Menus are also prepared here, finely and freshly with original Indian spices. Not to be overlooked is
also the comprehensive diversity of coffee and tea specialties in this locale, At the bar, you can relax with a

freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.
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